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UNITS IN INTEGRAL GROUP RINGS FOR ORDER pq 

KLAUS HOECHSMANN 

ABSTRACT. For any finite abelian group A, let Q(A) denote the group of units in the 
integral group ring which are mapped to cyclotomic units by every character of A. It 
always contains a subgroup Y {A), of finite index, for which a basis can be systematically 
exhibited. For A of order pq, where/? and q are odd primes, we derive estimates for the 
index [£l(A) : Y(A)]. In particular, we obtain conditions for its triviality. 

0. Introduction and summary. For any finite abelian group A, let A(A) denote 
the kernel of the "augmentation" map TA —-> Z induced on the integral group ring TA 
by the trivial character, and define U((A) to be the group of invertible elements in the 
multiplicative semi-group 1+A(A). Obviously the unit group U(A) of TA equals Uo(A) — 
±U\(A). Moreover, by a theorem of Higman [3] and a lemma of Cliff-Sehgal-Weiss [2], 
U\ (A) turns out to be the direct product of the finite group A by the torsion-free group 
U2(A). The aim of the present paper is to study ways of generating large subgroups of 
U2(A) in the case where A has order pq, the product of two odd primes. Apart from 
the work of Kervaire-Murty [6], which briefly considers units by way of constructing 
ideal classes in TA for \A\ = 15, there seems to be as yet no literature dealing with this 
problem. 

It is not hard to obtain subgroups of finite index in U(A) for any A. The classical recipe, 
due to Bass [1], has the disadvantage of producing unpleasantly large indices. These are 
considerably reduced in a more recent procedure [4], which functorially associates with 
every A a well-built, explicit, and often improper group Y (A) Ç (/2(A) of constructible 
units. However, it too is inevitably contained in the group Q(A) of circular units, i.e., 
those mapped to cyclotomic units (cf. [7]) by every character of A, since these are the 
only standard ingredients available from number fields. If v is the exponent of A, the size 
of U2(A)/Q.(A) depends, of course, on the class number h+ of the ring of real algebraic 
integers in the i/-th cyclotomic field. As long as the Euler number <j)(v) is < 72, we are 
assured (cf. [7], page 352) that Q(A) - U2(A). 

Thus the only presently tractable part of the problem is the study of Q(A)/Y(A). For 
/7-groups A, it is in fairly satisfactory shape: this quotient is trivial if and only if p is 
regular or \A\ = p\ otherwise its size equals that of a certain canonical group of ideal 
classes (cf. [5]). The next most complicated case is \A\ = pq. For q = 2, it was treated in 
[4]—with results quite similar to those which pertain to q = 3 in the pages that follow. 

Every u G U2(A) is symmetric; that is u = w*, where * denotes the involution induced 
on TA by the map a 1—> a~l on A. If \A\ is odd, ^(A) actually coincides with the group 
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U\(A) of symmetric units in U\ (A). This makes it relatively easy to describe Y(A), which 
is always the direct product of certain canonical unit-groups W(C) associated to every 
cyclic subgroup C C A . Each W(C) is explicitly isomorphic to A2 (He), where He — 
Gc/(*) and Gc — Aut(C). It is obtained as follows. If x G C is a generator and a G 
A2(Gc) is written as a = (5 — 7, with (3 and 7 in HGc (i.e., with positive coefficients), 
there is a unique element wa(x) G U\(C) such that the equation 

(*) (x-x-lf = wa(x)(x-x-ly 

holds in ZA. (N.B. The unit defined here would show up as wa(x
2) in the notation of [4], 

but this is unimportant in view of the oddness of \C\.) Moreover, wa(x) depends only on 
the image of a in A2(He), and a i—> wa(x) yields an injection 

(t) w(x):A2(Hc)—*U\(C) 

of //c-modules. The image W(C) of w(x) is, of course, independent of the choice of 
generator x. 

Henceforth let \A\ = pq be the product of two distinct odd primes. The central object 
of our attention will be the map 

, - . Q(A|p) Q(A\g) _ ^ Q(A) 
T ~" W | p ) K ( A k ) ~ " y ( A ) ' 

where Q(A|/?) and y(A|/?) denote circular and constructible units mapped to 1 by all char
acters except those of order/?. We shall see, among other things, that this map is bijective 
whenever (p — l) /2 is relatively prime to (q — l ) /2. 

Our first theorem treats the constituent factors on the left of (%) by relating Q(A|/?) and 
F(A|/?), for instance, to the much more manageable group Aq = Ap. 

THEOREM 0.1. Any surjection A —> Ap induces isomorphisms of£l(A \p) and Y (A \p), 
respectively, with 

ker[W(Ap) > U¥qAp] and im[A2(Gp) H (q - rq)A(Gp) ^ W(Ap)], 

where Gp = Aut(Ap) for Ap = (z), andrq is the automorphism z '—> zq. 

Since W(Ap) ~ A2(HP) is easy to handle, this theorem (despite its wild appearance) 
reduces the computation of Q.(A\p) / Y(A\p) to the determination of the kernel induced by 
Z —• F^. It will be proved in Section 4, after various preliminaries in Sections 1 to 3. 

The rest of our results refer to certain numerical invariants. The easiest of these is the 
greatest common divisor m of hp — (p — l ) /2 and hq — (q— l ) /2. Another fairly easy 
one is the greatest common divisor m" of the indices [Hp : (rq)] and [Hq : (TP)], which 
is (of course) a divisor of m. For fixed q, it can be shown that Hp — (rq) for about 56% 
of the primes p (this amounts to one-and a-half times the density of 37.4% conjectured 
by Artin for the p having q as primitive root). Hence m" is rarely non-trivial. 
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THEOREM 0.2. The kernel of the map S is cyclic of order m". 

The proof of this fact will occupy Section 5. 
To compute the size of the two factors occurring on the left of (J), we need more 

delicate invariants. If ^ is a primitive /?-th root of unity, put 0p — (^ + Ç"1 and consider 
the group £l((,p) of cyclotomic units in the ring l\0p\ as well as its subgroup K(<̂ ), which 
is the image of £l(Ap) = Y(AP) — W(Ap) under the character z •—> Cp. Now pass to the 
finite ring ¥q[0p] = im^ Z[0P], obtained from Z[0P] by reduction modulo q, and look at 
the unit groups 

frqWp] 2 im,Q(C) D img ¥(&), 

where the acute accent means restriction to elements with trivial 7/^-norm (this norm 
maps £l(<Zp) onto {± 1} and U¥q [6P] onto F* ). We shall require the indices of this filtration, 
namely 

dq{f-p) = [Û¥q[0p] : im, Û(Cp)] and eq(Çp) = [imq Û(CP) : im, ¥($,)]. 

The first of these is the more important one and will be referred to as the defect modulo 
q of Ç. Although it tends to be trivial (at least for small p and q) its behaviour seems 
completely erratic. Section 6 will establish the following result. 

THEOREM 0.3. eq((p) divides m, and 

m 
—— • [Q(A\p) : Y(A\p)] = dq{Ç). 

In Section 7, we finally estimate the size of the cokernel L(£)/ ^(0 °f ^- Here x \—> £ 
denotes a character of maximal order on A, whereas L(£)> Y(0 denote the images of Q(A), 
Y(A) under this character, and the letter L stands for "liftable". L(£) is almost always 
smaller than the group Q(£) of all cyclotomic units in Z[£]. Our result is as follows. 

THEOREM 0.4. The group L(£) C Q(£) of liftable circular units has a natural filtra
tion 

UO 2 L°(0 D L*(0 2 1X0, 
with the following quotients: 

(i) L(£)/L°(£) is a cyclic group whose order divides m". 
(ii) L°(£)/L*(£) is the product of at most two cycles whose orders divide eq(Çp) and 

ep(Cq)> respectively. 
(Hi) L*(0/^(0 is tne product of two cycles whose orders divide m/ep(C^) and 

m/eq(Ç), respectively. 

Further details about the composition of Q(A)/F(A) can be gathered from the actual 
proofs of these theorems. At this point, however, we shall gloss over these technicalities 
in favour of a simple, manageable conclusion. In fact, Theorem 0.2 yields the identity 

m"[Q(A) : Y(A)] = [Q(A\p) : Y(A\p)} • [Q(A\q) : Y(A\q)] - [L(0 : Y(0l 

which together with Theorems 0.3 and 0.4 implies the following. 
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COROLLARYO.5. [£l(A) : Y(A)] is a divisor of'dqiC^dpiC^)- eq{Cf,)ep{Ciq)y andactually 
equals dq(Çp)dp(<£q) when m—\. 

If q = 3, for instance, we always have [£l(A) : Y (A)] = d^iÇ,). This number turns 
out to be 1 for all 5 < p < 101, except for p = 61, where it is a multiple of 44, and 
for p = 97, where it equals 73. Thus Q(A)/F(A) is a cyclic group of order 73 when 
\A\ = 291. It would be interesting to see a generator. 

In general, the computation of dq((p) is not entirely routine, especially when ¥q[0p] is 
not a field. We have carried it out sytematically only for(p—\)(q—\) < 72. These cases 
are particularly interesting, since for them Q(A) = U\(A), and therefore the triviality of 
[£l(A) : Y(A)] gives an explicit handle on the group of all units. 

In this range, there are only 3 instances—namely \A\ = 65, 85, and 91—for which 
this index is not trivial. In each of these, we have m" = 1, and all defects are trivial— 
except for ^7(̂ 13) which equals 3. As if to compensate, £7(̂ 13) = 1, whereas eq(Q,) — m 
in each of the other five cases. Altogether then, Q(A) / F(A) is at most of exponent m and 
order m2 for these three exceptional groups.* Details about such calculations, and about 
the problem of exhibiting generators for Q(A)/Y(A), will be published separately. 

1. The set-up. Let A be a cyclic group of order n with n = pq, the product of two 
odd primes, and with generator x = yz, where _y is of order q and z is of order p. The 
four characters x^f. x 1—> C where / = n, q,p, 1 and Q is a primitive i-th root of unity, then 
identify the group ring ZA as a subring of the maximal order 

(1) M{A) = Zfê] 0 Zfo] 0 Z[(] 0 Z, 

where we have set £ — (̂ ,77 = c ,̂ and C — 0 ' w^m £ ~ ^C m or*der to simplfy the 
appearance of formulas. Problem: find criteria for a given quadruple of components on 
the right of ( 1 ) to lift to an element of ZA. Since ijjn : ZA —> Z [£] is surjective, we might as 
well start with a pre-image iï(x) G ZA of that component and endeavour to find a triple 
v, w, a in the remaining ones so that «(£), v, w, a fit together to form the image of an 
element u(x) G ZA. 

NOTATION. Let st G ZA denote the sum over all elements of the subgroup Anji Ç A 
of index /. For v G Z[r/], let v(l) G F^ be the "augmentation", and analogously define 
w(l)forwG Z[d. 

LEMMA 1.1. Given u e Z[£], v G Z[ry], w G Z[Q, and a G Z, pickau(x) G ZA such 
that w(£) = u. Then there exists a pre-image u(x) G ZA for the quadruple u, v, w, a if 
and only if 

(2) v = u(r]) (mod p), w = iï(Q (mod q), 

a = v(l) (mod q), a = w(l) (mod p). 

In the meantime, R. Ferguson has shown that the order is <m in these cases. 
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The desired pre-imge is then given by 

(3) u(x) = u(x) + v{x)sq + w{x)sp +hs\, 

where v(x) and w(x) are chosen in 1A so that pv(r\) — v — u(rj) and qw(Q — w — u{Q, 
respectively, and h G Z is adjusted suitably. 

PROOF. Since i[)n annihilates S( for / ^ n, it is clear that any element of the form (3) 
gives the correct image w(£) under that map. Therefore we only need to worry about the 
other three. 

If the first part of condition (2) is satisfied, we can divide v — u(r}) by p and let v(x) be 
any ijjq pre-image of the result. Since ^q kills sp and s\ while mapping sq to /?, we get the 
correct result v under x i—> r\. Similarly, the second part of (2) allows us to choose w(x) 
so as to make (3) yield the result w under x »—> Ç With h as yet undetermined, we now 
have 

(4) u(\) = u(\) + v{\)p + w(\)q + hn. 

Read modulo q, this gives u{\) = iï(\) + v(\)p = a, becausepv(\) = v(l) — u(\) and 
v(l) = a (mod q). Similarly w(l) = a (mod p) and hence u{\) = a (mod n), for any h 
whatsoever. For a suitable choice of the latter, we therefore get u{\) — a. 

Conversely suppose that u(x) G TA is given such that u(^) = w(£), and define v = 
w(r/), w — u(Q, and a — u{\). Then u{x) — iï(x) = $>n(x)f(x) is a multiple of the n-th 
cyclotomic polynomial (or rather its image in ZA). Since the polynomials <&p and 0>q are 
relatively prime, we can write/(x) as a ZA-linear combination of Q}p(x) and 0>q(x). This 
makes 

(5) u(x) = U(x) + <&n(x)[k(x)<3>p(x) + l(x)®q(x)] = u(x) + k(x)sq + l(x)sp, 

since <bn{x)®p(x) = 0>p{xq) — sq etc. Clearly, v = u(r]) + k(r])p, and w = iï(Ç) + l(Qq, 
which gives the first line of (2). To get the second, note that u(\) ~ v(l) (mod q) and 
u{\) = w(\) (mod p). m 

The term hs\ does not appear in this calculation because u{\) — a is given. Thus 
k(x)sq and l{x)sp are not arbitrary lifts of v — w(r/) and w — w(0, but special ones. 

REMARK. For everyday use, we summarize the gist of Lemma 1.1 by the pull-back 

ZA —> ZK] 

<6> I 1 
lAqXi7Ap —* Fp[jj]xF,[0 

where x | denotes the fibre-product over the augmentation maps. The vertical arrow on 
the right symbolizes the product red/> x redg, where red^: Z[£] —> F,,f(] is the reduction 
modulo the ideal Q = (t] — 1)Z[£], and redp is its counterpart for P = (£ — 1)Z[^]. For 
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reference, this diagram will be labelled PBO. It could just as easily be derived from the 
asymmetric pair of pull-backs 

IA —+ Z[r]]Ap Z[r]]Ap - ^ Z[£] 

(?) 1 1 and 1 1 
ZAP —• ¥qAp Zfa] —> ¥p[f]l 

which are to be found in [6] (Section 7). When we have occasion to refer to them, these 
will be called PB 1 and PB2, respectively. Like the lemma, all these diagrams reduce the 
lifting problem to questions about the finite semi-simple rings ¥p[rj] and ¥q[Q. 

When we apply any of the functors U\, £/{, or Q to the rings shown in (6), we still 
get a pull-back (now with a direct product in the lower left), which we continue to label 
PBO. We are especially interested in the Q-version 

Q(A) — • Q(0 

(8) | J 
W(Aq)xW(Ap) — U¥p[r]]xU¥q[a 

whose lower left hand corner reflects the important fact that £l(Ap) — Y(Ap) = W(A/?). 
It also shows, for instance, that the kernel £l(A\p, q) of the map Q(A) —-> £1(0 is 

the direct product Q(A|p) x Q(A|g). The notation (A\ • • •) is supposed to recall which 
characters of A are permitted to be non-trivial on the units in question. Putting L(£) = 
im[Q(A) —• Q(£)L where L stands for "liftable", we obtain the short exact sequence 

(9) 1 > Q(A|p) X £l(A\q) > Q(A) > L(0 > 1. 

Unfortunately, the functor Y does not preserve the pull-back property. So, when we re
strict the map x i—• £ to the constructible units F(A), the kernel Y(A\p,q) does not in 
general split as conveniently. However, it obviously contains the product K(A|/?)K(A|<7), 
which is direct because Q(A|/?) does not intersect £l(A\q). Hence we wind up with the 
exact sequence 

(m i _ > WM _^ Q(A\P^ x
 Q(Ak) ) Q(̂ ) , UP ) 

~^ Y(A\p)Y(A\q) ~^ Y(A\p) Y(A\q) ~~" Y(A) ~~^ Y(0 ~~* 

Our aim is to study £1(A)/Y(A) by analysing the other terms of this sequence. 

2. Cyclotomic units. We continue with the abbreviations (^ = ry, (# = Ç and (# = 
r]Ç = 0 If Gv denotes the automorphism group of a cyclic group of o. Jer v, we have 
Gn — GqxGp. Finally, we put #(*) — -*-1 — x for any x such that x" = 1. 

LEMMA 2.1. The group £1(0 of real cyclotomic units in Z[£] is given by 

(11) O ( 0 - $(0AG"+2Z - ïï(r])AG« • tf (0 A G / ' • 

PROOF. First we recall that (1 — £) is a unit in Z[£], since its Gn-norm equals 0„( 1 ) 
1. Hence the first factor on the right of (11 ) is indeed a group of units. 
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Applying complex conjugation, we see that $(£) = —#(£) implies $(£)2 is real, and 
so, of course, is any #(0CT_1 with a G Gn, etc.. Modulo the group on the right hand 
side of (11), every u G Q(£) is therefore of the form u = £': • #(£y • #(77)* • #(0' with 
non-negative integers /, k, /, and7 = 0,1. Since the ring Z[Q/(r] — 1)Z[£] ~ Fq[Q is 
non-zero, $(77) is a non-unit, and /c must be 0. Likewise / = 0. For u = £'$(£y, however, 
we have Ï7 = (— iy£~l,d($y, so that u = û entails £2' = (— iy, an impossibility unless 
7 = 0. Finally, no £' ^ 1 is real, by oddness of n. m 

We shall also have to deal with the subgroups 

(12) Q°(0 - ^(0AG,1^(r])AG^(QAGl\ Y(0 = u(0A2GHti(l?2Gq#(QA2Gp 

of Q(£). By the description of Y (A) = W(A) x W(AP) x W(Aq) given in the Introduction, 
K(£) is exactly the xjjn -image of Y(A). The main difficulty in analysing the cokernel of the 
homomorphism H lies in the fact that the t/;w-image of Q(A) is more elusive. 

Remember that m is the greatest common divisor of (p — l) /2 and (q — l ) /2. 

LEMMA 2.2. 77ze group £2(£)/Q°(£) w cyclic of order dividing m. 

PROOF. This depends heavily on the basic norm relations, norms taken with respect 
to Gp and to Gq, which connect #(£) with the cyclotomic units in Z[r/] and Z[Q. For 
instance, if / runs from 1 to q — 1, we clearly have 11/(1 — rfQ = ®q(Q, which just says 
that 

(13) (l - 0UG<i) = V - QTq~l, 

where Z(G^) G ZG„ denotes the sum over the subgroup Gq x \, and r^ G Ĝ  is the 
automorphism £ i—> Ç1. Applying this to £2 and multiplying both sides by C}~q, we obtain 
the desired relation 

(14) ${OnGq) = #(0T*-1. 

Since Z(Gq) = q - 1 modulo AGq, we also conclude that ïï(Oq~l G #(0AG*#(0AG"> 
which, together with its G^-analogue, shows that #(£)2m £ ^°(0- This proves our claim, 
since Q(£)/Q°(£) is obviously generated by the class of #(£)2- • 

REMARK. Another important subgroup of Q(£) is defined as Q*(£) = #(0AG" ^(0-
The proof of Lemma 2.2 also shows that Q*(£)/F(£) has an exponent dividing 2m, and 
it is easily seen to have at most two generators. 

Indeed, for any group G we have an obvious group epimorphism G —+ A(G)/A2(G), 
by a i—> (a — 1). In this way, we get a surjection 

(15) V: GnxGqx Gp —^ Q*(Oafo)Q(0/r(0 = n ° ( 0 / * m 

where Q(Q = #(C)AG/% efc. Since G„ has two generators, so does V(Gn) = Q*(£)/>X0-
The other two components, V(Gq) and V(GP), are cyclic but may have orders as large 
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as (q — l ) /2 and (p — l ) /2, respectively (remember: these units are real). For future 
reference, we note that V is explicitly given by 

(16) V(ip,p,a) = $(0^l$(riY~]$(Qa~lY(0. 

Our analysis of the cokernel of H will use the filtration 

(17) 0 ( 0 D Q°(0 2 Q*(0 2 Y(0-

In this section, we have obtained some estimates of the sizes of its "slices": the first and 
last have exponents dividing m or 2m, and at most one or two generators, respectively. 
The potentially biggest is the middle one, Q°(£)/Q*(£), ^vith two generators whose or
ders are not bounded by 2m a priori. 

3. Three abstract lemmas. If G Ç H is a subgroup of a (finite) abelian group, let 
X(G) G Z// stand for the sum over the elements of G. Consider a product of subgroups 
H — F G which is not necessarily direct, and let fM" and fA£ denote the ideals generated 
in Z// by Z(F) and X(G), respectively. Let/ and g denote the respective group orders. 

LEMMA 3.1. Z///(fW + fAÔ is torsion-free over Z. 

PROOF. We shall exhibit a linearly independent set of d = \H\ - [H : F] - [H : G] +1 
generators for the Z-module ~LH j(9A. + fAÔ- Starting with the obvious set H, we reduce 
it to H — S — T by replacing certain r G / /by sums over the cosets TF or TG via the 
relations 

(18) T = — ^2 rp (mod fW) and r = — ^ ra (mod fÂ ). 

Choosing a complete system 5 C G of coset representatives modulo F, we obtain a 
reduced set of generators H—S by means of the first of these relations. Since the discarded 
set S lies entirely in a single G-coset (namely the neutral one), we are free to choose one 
element r from each of the [H : G] — 1 non-neutral G-cosets and replace it by a similar 
sum using the second relation. We have thus discarded a total of [H : F] + [H : G] — 1 
generators, proving that the rank of ZH/(ïM + fAÔ is a t m o s t à. 

If there were a linear relation between the remaining generators, it would show up in 
the complex vector space C///(CfW + CfAÔ, giymg il a dimension less than d. But 

(19) -UG)= £ ex, 
S x(G)=l 

where x runs over all characters of C//, and ex stands for the corresponding minimal 
idempotents. The sum on the right of (19) has [H : F\ terms. Since we have a similar 
result for F, and since only the trivial character trivializes both F and G, the dimension 
of CfW + CfA£ equals exactly [H : F] + [H : G] - 1. • 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let 9AQ and 1A& denote the intersections ofA(H) with 9rf and fA6 re
spectively. Then the torsion group ofA(H)/(fMo + fA/o) is cyclic of order m, the greatest 
common divisor of[H:F] and [H : G]. It is generated by the class of 

(20) èo=VLiIlT{F)_VLL3.z(G). 
m m 

PROOF. We first show that mè0 G fWo + V̂o- This results from the fact that £(//) can 
be expressed eiher as ocL(F) or as /31(G), where a and j3 are sums in TH over systems 
of representatives modulo F and G, respectively. If we write a = [H : F] — 6 and 
p = [H:G]-e, the equality al(F) = /31(G) takes the form 

(21) [H: F]1(F) - [// : G]1(G) = 61(F) - el(G\ 

which puts m ô where we want it, since both 6 and e are in A(//). 
Conversely, let ^i G À(//) with kS\ G 5% + V̂Q- Modulo this ideal, every element of 

fW + 9\£ is obviously congruent to something in 1(F)T + 1(G)T. Since ̂  G ! ^ + 5\£, by 
the preceding lemma, we may therefore assume that 

(22) Si = nFl(F) - nGl(G) and kèl = SF1(F) - SG1(G\ 

with ft/r, no G Z and £/r, <5G G A(/f). Taken together, these equations yield 

(23) (knF - SF)1(F) = (knG - SG)1(G). 

Left fixed by both F and G, this element must be a multiple of 1(H), hence = 11(H) for 
some / G Z. Comparing augmentations in the equality (knG — èG)l(G) = 11(H), we get 
knG = l[H : G], and analogously knF — l[H : F], whence finally 

(24) 5, = ^ o . 

To show that the rational factor Im/k is actually integral, we must suppose that <$o ^ 0, 
in particular, that F ^ G. We might as well assume that some a G G is not in F. Now, 
<5o is of the form al(F) + bl(G) with a relatively prime to b. In the expression r8o, with 
r G Q, the coefficient of the neutral element of H then is ra + rb, while the coefficient of 
a is just rb. For both of these to be integral, it is clearly necessary that r G Z. 

The only thing that remains to be proved is that, if the torsion factor k > 0 is chosen 
minimal, then k\m. Since k divides Im, it suffices to show (k, I) = 1. In fact, any common 
divisor t of k and / would lead to a reduced torsion-formula (k/t)S\ — 6F1(F) — 5'G1(G), 
where tè'Fl(F) — 8F1(F) and tèGl(G) — 6G1(G), as we shall now see. 

For the existence of 6'G, remember that 

(25) èGl(G) = knG + 11(H), 

so that t does divide 7 = èGl(G). Since 7 is G-invariant, its coefficients (with respect 
to the natural basis H of TH) are constant on cosets of G. Having chosen a system /? 
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of representatives of H mod G, we can therefore write 7 = ORL{G), where the natural 
coefficients of OR are 0 outside of/? and equal to those of 7 otherwise. Clearly, t divides 
7 if and only if it divides OR, i.e., if and only if OR = tS'G. • 

We conclude this section with a closer look at the nature of 9A$ and !A/o- Clearly, any 
element in f̂ o H ftyo is left fixed by both F and G, hence by //. Therefore fTWo H lA/o Ç 
Z(f/)Z H A(//) = 0, and the sum fftfe + 1A& = 5Wo © fA& is direct. 

As far as the individual summands are concerned, we note that fA/o = Z(G)A(//) also 
equals 

(26) FixG A(//) = I(G)A(F), 

the latter because of the identity (pa — 1) = (p — \)(a — 1) + (p — 1) + (a — 1), with 
p G F and a G G, the former because Z// is free over ZG. Of course, we also have the 
analogous facts for !MQ. Our third lemma relates these items to A2(H). 

LEMMA 3.3. (i) (%)®%)n A2(H) = f^onA2(H) ®%n A2(H) 
(ii) e G A(G), UF)e G A2(/f) = > (f,g)e G A2(G). 

PROOF. Let el(F) G fH> and 51(G) G %, with 5 G A(F) and e G A(G). Since 
Z(F)s: = / e (mod A2(//)), the first statement says that/e + gê lies in A2(//) only if each 
summand does. Let the standard isomorphism A(H)/A2(H) —> H be denoted by a i—• 
[a]. Then [£ [̂<5F — 1 implies that [sf = [—è]g lies in Gf C\Fg. But this intersection is 
trivial, as is easily seen by considering primary components. 

By the same reasoning, X(F)£ G A2(H) is equivalent to /e G A2(G). Since (/", g) — 
af + /?g for suitable a, b G Z, and since g£ G A2(G) anyway, this proves the lemma. • 

In the next section, we shall only require this simple lemma. The more substantial 
Lemma 3.2 will be deployed after that. 

4. Constructible units. We now return to our customary setting. Thus n — q • p is 
odd, Gn = Aut(A) = Gq x Gp, and Hn — Gn/(*). Since the involution * does not lie in 
either of the subgroups Gq x 1 and 1 x Gp of Gn, these groups have faithful images Gq 

and Gp in Hn, and 

(27) Hn = Gq- Gp with GqnÔp = J, 

where J is generated by (—1, 1) = (1,-1) (mod • ) . We let Gq, Gp, and Hn play the 
respective roles of F, G, and H in the preceding paragraph. 

To decongestthe notation, we shall use the following conventions: 
- The two cyclic automorphism groups are mainly referred to by their generators: 

p for Gq and a for Gp. 
- If 8 G A(Hn) and À G ÏHn are such that À<5 G A2(Hn), we "abusively" write 

w (̂x)A = WASOO, even if S g A2(Hn). 
- We usually allow the same letter (say, 6) to stand at the same time for an element 

of A(Hn) and its canonical image in A(HP) or A(Hq). 
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For instance, the basic G^-norm relation (14) appears as 

(28) ^(O^WO 1 ^ = 1. 

The purpose of this section is to deal with the group Q(A|/?) of circular units trivialized 
by the characters V>«, V̂> and i/j\, especially with the subgroup K(A|/?) of constructible 
units. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Every element of Y(A \p) has the form 

(29) u(x) = w6(xf{p)w8(x
q)T^-\ 

with S G A(GP) and a = Z(p)8 G A2(Hn). 

PROOF. If u(x) = wa(x)wf3(x
p)w1(x

q) G Y(A) has both u(Q = 1 and 11(77) = 1, it is 
p-invariant. Since Y (A) is a direct product, each of the constituent factors of u(x) is itself 
p-invariant. In particular, (3 = 0 because multiplication by (p — 1) is injective in A2(Hq). 
Hence u(x) = wa(x)w1(x

q). Moreover, the p-invariance of a means that a = Z(p)£ by 
equation (26). Now the norm relation (28) says u(£) = w<$(C)r<y lvv

7((^), which equals 1 
if and only if w1(Q

Tq = WÔ(Q1~T", as was to be shown. • 
Our next task is to work out a proof of Theorem 0.1, i.e., a description of the finite 

group Q(A\p)/ Y(A\p) in terms ofAp. We note that PB1 guarantees an isomorphism 

(30) n(A\p)-^kcvqW(Ap) 

given by x 1—• z. Here and elsewhere ker^ X stands for the kernel of the map, induced 
on a unit group X, by the reduction of coefficients Z —• F^. We must find out where 
the isomorphism (30) takes K(A|/?). The answer to that question involves the greatest 
common divisor m of hq — \Hp\ and hp = \Hq\. 

PROPOSITION 4.2. The substitution x\—> z maps Y(A\p) bijectively onto the group 

(31) W(AP)q^ = {w£(z)q-T« I e e A(Hp),me G A2(HP)}. 

PROOF. We first have to translate the second part of Lemma 3.3 into the present 
setting. For S G A(GP), that lemma says E(p>5 G A2(Hn) if and only if 2mè G A2(G/7), 
because 2m = (q — l,p — 1). But this is equivalent to mb G A2(Hp) since Gp is cyclic. 

If u(x) is as in (29), we have u(z) = ws(z)q~lws(zq)T« ~l = w^{z)q~Tq. By the preceding 
remark, mb G A2(HP) because I(p>5 G A2(//n),and therefore u(z) G W(Ap)

q~Tq. 
Conversely, given w£(z)q~Tq with me G A2(Hp), we take a pre-image S G A(Hn) for 

e. Again by the opening remark, it follows that X(p)<5 G A2(Hn), and we can write down 
«(*) as in (29). • 

To situate the somewhat unusual group (31 ) in the general scheme of things, we make 
the following observation. 
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SCHOLIUM 4.3. The group W(Ap)
q T«/W(Ap)

q T« is cyclic oforder m. 

PROOF. Under the standard isomorphism W(AP) ~ A2(HP), the group we are talk

ing about is (q — rq)T / (q ~ Tq)A
2(Hp), where T consists of all S G A(Hp) which are 

shifted into A2(Hp) via multiplication by m. Cyclicity is inherited from T/A2(Hp), which 

is canonically identified with the subgroup of order m'mHp. 

Let cP represent a generator of that group, and consider the corresponding element 

(rq — q){c^ — 1 ) G (rq — q)T. If modulo (rq — q)A2(Hp) the latter had order k, there would 

be an a G A2(Hp) such that (rq — q)[a — k^ — 1)] = 0. Since q is not an eigenvalue of 

rq on A(HP), this would imply 0 = kid0 — 1) modulo A2(Hp) and hence m\k. • 

REMARKS. By Proposition 4.2, we see that Q,(A\p) / Y(A\p) is isomorphic (via PB1) 

to the factor group ker^ W(Ap)/W(Ap)
q~Tt<. We shall not be able determine the structure 

of this group, but we can compute its index, at least in principle. In Section 6, we shall 

first find the index [ker^ W(AP) : W(Ap)
q~T«]—without the "hat"—and then put the hat 

back on (i.e., divide by m) using the scholium. 

To establish Theorem 0.1, we note that W(Ap)
q~Tc/ could equivalently and perhaps 

more naturally be described as 

(32) W(Ap)
q-T« = {ws(z)q^ | S E A(GP\ (q - rq)6 G A2(G/?)}, 

i.e., the image of A2(GP) (1 (q — rq)A(Gp) under the surjection w(z): A2(GP) —> W(AP). 

Indeed, for 6 and e as above, me G A2(Hp) & 2m8 G A2(GP) & (q - 1)6 G A2(GP) <=> 

((q-\) + (\~Tq))èeA2(Gp). 

5. The kernel. In this section we come back to the main theme of Section 3: the 

torsion group of A(//w)/(Z(p)A(//„) 0 Z(cr)A(//w)). Remember that it is cyclic of order 

m — (hq, hp) and generated by the class of So = (hp /m)L(p) — (hq/m)l,(a). 

LEMMA 5.1. There is an EQ G T,(p)A(Hn) 0 H(a)A(Hn) such that è0 + E{) G A2(Hn). 

PROOF. Since expressions like (p — 1) + (p~l — 1) are in A2(Hn), the only terms of 

<$o which might cause problems are those involving elements of order 2 in Gq U Gp. But 

there is just one such element i, and it happens to be in GqP\Gp. Hence, 

(33) 60 = h^^L(l - l)(mod A2(//„)). 
m v ' 

If the coefficient (hp — hq)/m is even, this lies in A2(Hn), and there is nothing to show. Let 

us suppose, therefore, that hpjm is even and hq/m is odd. Since hp/mis the order of a2m, 

its being even means that i = a2mk for some positive integer k. Since the augmentation 

of Z(p) equals 2hq, we have 

(34) (cik - l)Z(p) = (a2km - \)(hq/m) = (i - 1)(modA2(Hn)), 

because hq/m is odd. Putting £o = (d — l)^(p) does the trick. • 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. The group Y(A\p,q)/(Y(A\p) x Y(A\q)) is cyclic, and its order 

equals the greatest common divisor m" of the indices [Hq : (rp)] and [Hp : (rq)\ 

PROOF. The map 

(35) Y(A) — • A2(Hn) by u(x) = wa(x)w^(^)w7(x^) i—• a 

is injective when restricted to Y(A\p,q). In fact, if we had «(£) = 1 and a = 0, we 

would get an element wp(rf) = w1(Ç
i)~x in the intersection of two essentially disjoint 

unit groups. In view of Proposition 4.1, this injection of y(A|/?, q) into A2(Hn) induces an 

isomorphism 

(36) Y(A\p) x Y(A\q) ^ &(p)A(Gp) 0 l(a)A(Gq)] H A2(//„), 

with an assist from Lemma 3.3, which allows distributing the P\A2(Hn) over the direct 
sum on the right. Altogether this yields an injection 

3 ? ) Y(A\p,q) _^ A(Hn) 

Y(A\p) x Y(A\q) ' Z(p)A(Gp) 0 Z(<r)A(G,) ' 

whose image we shall now determine. Since Y(A\p,q) Ç Çl(A\p,q) — Q(A|/?) x £l(A\q), 

the group on the left is finite. By Lemma 3.2, its image is generated by the class of 

tao, where t\m and a$ — So + so as in Lemma 5.1. Our task is to find t. Writing a® = 

a ;Z(p) + a',yL(cr), we have 

(38) wao(0 = wAQT«~lwa>>(r]y>>-1. 

Therefore tao is in the image of our map if and only if there is a f3 G A2(Hq) and a 
7 G A2(Hp) such that 

(39) i = wiAÇT'-W?) • wta»(riYp-lMvp)' 
Since Q,(Q Pi Q(ry) = 1, both halves of this expression must be trivial separately, so that 
ta'{rq — 1) + rql = 0 and ta"(rp — 1) + TP(3 = 0. In other words, the conditions on t are 
as follows: 

(40) (i) ta'iT-1-I) eA2(Hp) and 
(ii) ta"(r;x -\)eA2(Hq). 

As these are completely symmetric with respect to p and q, we can concentrate on (i). 

Looking back at Lemma 5.1, we recall that a' = (hp/m) + e' with e' G A(Hn). Hence 

(41) tol{j~x - 1) G A2(Hp) ^ t(hp/m)(Tq
x - 1) G A2(HP\ 

which in turn is equivalent to saying that rq, raised to the power thp/m, is trivial in Hp, 

or finally: thp/m is a multiple of the order hp/\i of rq in Hp, where \x = [Hp : (rq)]. 

Actually it is more convenient to reformulate this criterion in terms of the comple

mentary divisor d = m/t: it must be such that \ijd G Z. Bringing condition (ii) back 

into the picture, we therefore require that d divide both [Hp : (rq)] and [Hq : (rp)]. That 

is all, since the condition d\m is now redundant. By Lemma 3.2, d is the order modulo 

I(p)A(//„) 0 Z(cr)A(Hn) of the element ta0 G A2(Hn) thus obtained. • 

In view of the exact sequence (9), this proves Theorem 0.2. 
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6. Index comparisons. In this section, we shall prove Theorem 0.3, that is, com
pute the order of a typical factor, say £l(A \p) / Y(A \p), in the domain of the homomorphism 
S. Eschewing symmetry, we can temporarily enjoy a simplified notation: H = Hp, h its 
order, 6 — £ + Ç~!, r = rq (or rather, its image in H). 

Parallel to ker^ X for X Ç U(A), we also want to consider 

(42) im^ X = im[X —> U¥qA], 

and the same mutatis mutandis for X Ç £/(£)• In particular, we are interested in the 
inclusion im^ W(AP) Ç U\VqAp, where the acute accent (as in U or Û) stands for the 
kernel of the Hp-norva—NOT the G^-norm this time. 

LEMMA 6.1. [ker^ W(AP) : W(Apf^] = \U\¥qAp : im^ W(AP)] 

PROOF. We use the abbreviation Ap = K. Since W(K)/ ker,7 W(K) ^ im,y W(K), the 
statement of the lemma is equivalent to the equality 

(43) [W(K):W(K)T-n = \Û\VqK\. 

Let/ be the order of r G //, and define g = h/f. We shall prove the lemma by showing 
that each side of (43) is equal to (cf — \)g/(q — 1). 

(I). For the left side, recall that W(K) ~ ZH/9&H), where 9i{H) G ZH is the ideal 
generated by £(//). Note that 9\C(H) ~ Z as an //-module (with trivial //-action). Now 
consider the commutative square 

91(H) —^ ZH 

(44) 1-4 [r-q 

*L(H) 

as well as the maps 

T-q 
(45) W(K) —A W(K) and 

*C(H) 
(\-q)9si(H) (r-q)ZH 

induced on the horizontal and vertical cokernels of (44), respectively. By general abstract 
nonsense, the cokernels of these latter maps are canonically isomorphic. Once we know 
that the second one is injective, we shall be able to conclude that 

[ZH: (r-q)ZH] 
(46) [W(K) : W(Kf-q] = 

q-\ 

To see the desired injectivity, suppose that a — (r — q)f3 for a G fA£(//) and (3 G ZH. 
Since q cannot be an eigenvalue of r, the linear map (r — q) is invertible on Q//, and 
/3 = (T-qy]ae Q9&H) D ZH = 9i(H). 

It remains to identify [ZH : {j—q)ZH\. A priori, this is the determinant of the operator 
(r—q) on ZH, i.e., the characteristic polynomial of r evaluated at q. Now, this polynomial 
is (jtf — \)8 by the decomposition of// into g cosets with respect to the cyclic group of 
order/ generated by r. 
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(II). The second equality comes from the decomposition of q in the Dedekind ring 
Z[0]. Its Galois group is //, its Frobenius automorphism given by r:£ i—> (?, and its 
degree of inertia is therefore/. Now ¥qK ~ ¥q 0 ¥q[Q implies U\¥qK ~ U¥q[0], and 
hence 

(47) \U+F<lK\ = (</-iy, 

because g is the number of simple components of the semi-simple ring ¥q[0]. To get the 
final result we need only recall that the Galois-norm 

(48) U+¥q[Q = U¥q[0]-^¥* 

is surjective. Indeed, this well-known fact about relative norms of finite fields clearly 
remains true even if ¥q[0] is not a field, i.e. if g ^ 1. • 

Remember that U+¥qAp -^ U+¥q[Q is an isomorphism and that L(Q = Q(0A// rep
resents the "liftable" cyclotomic units, i.e. those which come from Y(AP) = W(AP). We 
obviously have 

(49) im, L(Q Ç im, Û(Q C Û+¥q[Cl 

with the acute accent as always denoting the elements of //-norm 1. Accordingly the 
index [Û\¥qAp : im^ W(AP)] breaks up into two factors. As we shall see, one of these 
factors is the order of a cyclic group. 

PROPOSITION 6.2. The group \mq Q(0 / im^ L(Q is cyclic of order e\m, and 

(50) (m/e) • [ker, W(AP) : W(Apf^] = [Û+{Vq[Q : im, Û(Q]. 

PROOF. If a generates Gp, then (a — 1) generates A(GP)/A2(GP). Hence every el
ement of Q(0 has the form va(Q

a+è with a G Z and 6 G A//, where va(Q = ïï(Qa~l. 
Since the //-norm of vCT(Q equals #(0*_1 = —1, we have va(()

a+è G Q(0 if and only if 
a = 2b. Therefore im^ Q(0 / ™^ L(Q is generated by the image va(Q

2 — im^ va(Q
2. 

Now va(Cf~l is liftable since (p - 1) = [A(G )̂ : A2(G^)]. On the other hand, 
v<r(Qq~l = îv(C)r-1 is liftable because the q-th power acts as the Frobenius automor
phism r over ¥q. It follows that va(Q

2m is also liftable. This proves the first part of the 
proposition. The rest is obvious from items 4.3 and 6.1. • 

REMARK. Obviously, e = eq(Q as defined in the Introduction, and the right hand 
side of (50) represents the "defect" dq(Q. In view of Scholium 4.3 and the subsequent 
remarks, Proposition 6.2 constitutes a reformulation of Theorem 0.3. 

N.B. The switching back and forth between Gp and Hp is an irritating but essential 
ingredient of these deliberations. For instance: whereas Gp acts on va(Q via Hp, the lifta-
bility of vG(Çf~x depends on the relation between va(Q and #(0—and the latter does not 
regard • as trivial. 

We conclude this section with a lemma which is sometimes useful, though it is spe
cialized to the case g — 1. 
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LEMMA 6.3. Suppose that ¥q[6] is afield. Then dq(Q and m/ eq(Ç) are odd. 

PROOF. It is clear from (50) that we need only prove the oddness of dq(Q. With va(Q 
and iv(0 as in the proof of Proposition 6.2, consider the equation 

(51) va«) i+<?+"V~' = - 1 , 

which follows from the //-norm of va(Q being —1, because the field hypothesis makes 
the Frobenius r generate H. 

Now, 1 + q + • • • + qh~l is precisely the order of U+¥q[Q, and Q(Q is generated by 
va(Q

2. Evenness of the index dq(Q would therefore mean that va(Q
2 is trivialized by the 

power (1 + q + • • • + qh~l)/2, contradicting (51). • 

7. The cokernel. Let L(£) denote the Vvimage of £2(A). The first lemma of this 
section relates L(£) to the kernel ker^g £2(0 of the map 

(52) redp x rede: £2(0 — U¥p[r]] x t/FJC] 

which appears as the right vertical arrow in PBO. 

LEMMA 7.1 L(£) = F(0 • ker^g £2(0- /w tftfœr w o r 4 u e £2(0 w liftable to £2(A) 
if and only if its image under red/> x redg //es m im^ 7(7?) x im^ Y(Q. 

PROOF. Since the restriction 

(53) redp x redô: Y(0 —> împ Y(rj) x \mq Y(Q 

is obviously surjective, any u 6 £2(0 which maps to im^ Y(r]) x im^ Y(Q can be adjusted 
modulo y(£) so as to lie in ker^Q £2(0- Since PBO is a pull-back, it is clear that any 
u G kerpQ £2(0 defines a unit in £2(A)—with trivial image in £l(Aq) x Q(AP). 

Conversely, if u G £2(0 lifts to £2(A), its (red/> x redgHmage can be obtained via the 
natural map £2(A) —• Y(Aq) x y(Ap), hence lies in imp 7(ry) x im^ Y(Ç). m 

Intersecting the filtration (17) with L(0> we obtain 

(54) L(O 2 no 2 r (o 2 no, 
with L°(0 = T(0kerP,ô ^ ° ( 0 and L*(0 = F(0kerP,ô £2*(0, by the preceding lemma. 
As promised in Theorem 0.4., we shall successively deal with the "slices" L(0/^°(0> 

L°(0/£*(0> a n d L * ( 0 / n O of our cokernel L ( 0 / n O -
Throughout the remainder of this section, we use the notation 

(55) va(0 = 0(É f l)MO, n(ri) = 0fa*)MT/), ^ ( 0 = 0 (OMO> 

if a, b, c are integers prime to «, g, /?, respectively. Accordingly, the formula (16) will be 
rewritten as 

(56) V(a, Z?, c) = va(Ov*(r/)vc(OnO. 

This is multiplicative in a, b, c, and represents all elements of £2°(0/^(0-
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PROPOSITION 7.2. The group L(Q/L°(0 is cyclic, and its order divides m". 

PROOF. That group will be generated by some w = tKO^CO^W^CO w^m t\m-
By Lemma 7.1, we can insist that 

(57) redew = i?(02W<>c(C) 

should equal 1 in ¥q[Q. Taking the //^-norm (which a fortiori must be 1), we get 

(58) pt = ±bh? Le.,TpeHh
q

p, 

because p is the //^-norm of — $(02 — (1 — 0(1 ~~ C-1)- Putting rp — pv, where v is 
the index [Hq : (rp)] and p is a suitable generator of Hq, this says that pvt = pkhp for 
some integer k, i.e., that vt = khp + lhq. Therefore #(£)2w G Q°(0 and consequently 
wv G Q°(0- Analogously w» G Q°(£) for the other index p = [Hp : (rq)]. m 

REMARK. This proposition clearly covers item (i) of Theorem 0.4. 

PROPOSITION 7.3. There exists a group epimorphism 

(59) [F* H im, Q(Q] x [Fp
x H im^ Oft)] —+ L°(0/L*(0-

PROOF. Suppose that b G F* D im^ Q(0, say Z? = im^ vd(Qw, for some d efp and 
w G F(0- Then, choosing a G Z such that 

(60) a = b~l (mod g) and a = d~l (mod /?), 

we claim that va(Ç)v^(r/) G L°(£)- Indeed, 

(61) redô v ^ K f t ) = im^ va(Qb = m\q va{Qvd(Qw G iir^ Y(Q, 

because va(Qvd(Q = *w(0 modulo y(0- Likewise red/> va(0^b(v) = inV Va(r))vb(rj) 
lies in im^ Y(rf). The coset va(^)vb(ri)L*(^) G L°(Q/L*(£) clearly depends only on b. 
Similarly every c G Fp P\ im^ Q(r]) also determines an element of L°(£)/L*(£). 

Mapping the pair (&, c) to the product of these two elements, we get a homomorphism 
as promised in the proposition. To see its surjectivity, let u = va(0v/?(ry)vc(0 be an 
arbitrary element of ker^g £2°(0- Then red^ u = im^ va(0vc(0^ £ im<? ̂ (0 implies 
b G F* D im^ 0 (0 , and analogously red/> u G im^ Y(rj) entails c G Fp Pi imp Oft). • 

REMARK. In order to establish item (ii) of Theorem 0.4, we note first that the map 
b i—> Vfc(0£*(0 kills b — — 1 (because V(— 1, —1,1) is trivial) and hence has at most one 
half the order of F* D im^ £2(0- Secondly, the latter is the kernel of the endomorphism 
(cr — 1 ) on im^ 0 (0 , and therefore has the same order as the cokernel im^ 0 ( 0 / im<? ̂ (0> 
namely 2eq(Q. 
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PROPOSITION 7.4. There exists a group epimorphism 

(62) G^(r?) x G?«i0 — L*(0/ nO-

PROOF. Using the decomposition Gn = Gq x Gpywe shall identify the pre-image of 
L*(0/Y(0 Ç Q*(0 /^(0 under the surjectionV:Gw —> Q* ( 0 / ^ ( 0 - Writings = 6xc 
for a EL Gn = Gq x Gp, we note that redp x redg maps va{0 t 0 im/? ^(^) x im</ vv(0-
Therefore we must find conditions on b and c for this to lie in im;, Y(rj) x im^ Y(Ç). 

If .v G Z denotes a generator of Gp, the définition of eq(Q implies that v = 2eq(Q is the 
smallest positive integer such that im^ vs(0

u ^ 'imq ^(0- Indeed this exponent must be 
even, because the Hp-norm of vs(Q is —1. Since v.̂ Q17 = vv(0(m°d ^(())> tn*s nieans 
that 

(63) {c G G„ | im, vc(Q G im, K(0} = G^' (°, 

as was to be shown. • 

REMARK. The preceding proposition suffices to prove item (iii) of Theorem 0.4, be
cause the epimorphism in question is the restriction of a map whose full image 
Q*(£)/^(0 has an exponent dividing 2m—cf. the remark following Lemma 2.2. 

COROLLARY 7.5. (L°(£)/^(0)'" is the product of two cyclic groups of order < 2, 
which are trivial, respectively, ifm/ep(r]) or m/eq(Q are odd, respectively. 

PROOF. By the proof Proposition 7.3, V(a, b, c) G L°(Q/ Y(Q implies 

(64) V(a, b, c)m = V(am, bn\ cm) = V(±a"\ 1,1), 

since (F* H im^ £}(C))2'" = (F* H im/? Cl(r]))2m = 1, and thus bm and cm are ±1 . On the 
other hand, V(±an\ 1,1) G ( ^ ( O M O ) ™ , because • G G™ and hence ±am = dm for 
some d G Gn. Therefore 

(65) (L°(0/Y(0)m Ç ( « * ( 0 / n 0 ) m n (L*(0/nO)-

Letting r and s be generators of Gq x 1 C Gn and 1 x Gp C G„, respectively, note that 
(Cl*(0/Y(0)m i s a K l e i n 4-group generated by vr(Q

m and vs(Q
m. But Proposition 7.4 

says, vr(0
m e L*(0 <* 2^(i7)|m, and v,(0m G L*(£) <=> 2^(0|/n. • 

RECALL. By Lemma 6.3, m/eq(Q is odd whenever F^fyJ is a field. 
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